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NFT
Metaverse
Conf.
Tokyo
NFT Metaverse Conf. Tokyo
is a place to forsee the
future of creative and IPs

Mission + Philosophy
We aim to influence the future of NFT /
Metaverse by exploring innovation in the IP
businesses from concept to market strategy.
We belive that knowledge is valuable source for
growth and it can enhance eath other when it's
shared. We belive that NFT/ Metaverse can
create significant change the society, and it has
already started.
Japan has many unique IPs. There are great
opportunities the world has not yet discovered.
We see the indivisual creators and brands can
be a great collaborators, bringing diverse skills
and techs in art and creative process and
accoss the supply chain.

Our Speakers

Join us to share your thoughts and knowledge with these exciting speakers

Paula Marie Kilgarriff
Metaverse & Web 3
Clout.art Social NFT Creative Partnerships

Nikita Ngan Nguyen
Co-founder and CEO
NFTify

Alexander Mitrovich
CEO
Unique Network

Joe Conyers III
Executive Vice President, Global Head of NFTs
Crypto.com

Key Topics
Wearable and Virtual Fashion
The social impact of NFT
NFT in the music industry
Film and Blockchain
Live Virtual Art Shows
NFT's presence and role in the AI world
How to build a brand with NFT
The Future of the Metaverse

Our
Audience

Attendees :
Creators
Artists
Tech CEOS in NFT, DeFi, Metaverse
Global Executives
Maketing & Sales Executives
Musisians and labels
Media
Influencors
Investors
Designers

Be a Part of Our Comunity

Envision your brand name and logo featured in NFT &
Omniverse Conf. Tokyo on stage, website and other
promotional materials.

Sponsorship can be tailor-made to suite each
companies and organization based on your
needs and budget. We offer a number of
possibiilities for the discerning marketer
demandings a distinctive.
Here's What We Can Do

Market, promote and preview products and
serviece at our event
Market your bnrad through our community
events before and after
align with our media partners for additional
marketing and promotional opportunities
We can create a custom sponsorship
package for your specific marketing needs.

Sponsorship
We provide a unique experience for you and your clients
create new marketing channels
expand social media reach
engage with influensors, industry intelectualls and top companies in
the market
attract a new clients and partners of NFT, Defi, Metaverse sectors

Additional Sponsor Assets
Marketing & Advertising
Opportunity for sponsors to run surveys, perks and other marketing
activations
Corporate/brand message or logo on NFT/Metaverse Conf. Tokyo
website and other social media
Opportunity to work with attending creators and artists to create a
collaborative branding product or message
Digital & Social Media
Opportunity to work with Event media partners for brand inclusion on
video/broadcast advertising, press release and other publicity
Opportunity to share special adversisement and promotions on Event
social media
Opportunity to branded stage or camgpaing at Event; ex) NFT drops,
new music, new comics etc...
Online and email based survey questionnaries (questions provided by
the sponsor)

Tiers and Sponsorship Menu
Platinum
Presentation to all (30 min)
Company logo and detail on
event website
Meeting requests : 5
deligate badges : 5

Exclusively 1 company

50,000 USD
(5,500, 000 JPY)

Gold

Workshop

Presentation to all (20 min)
Company logo and detail on
event website
Meeting requests : 3
deligate badges : 3

2 slots

30,000 USD
(3,300, 000 JPY)

Workshop (90 min)
Company logo and detail on
event website
Client Invitation slots : 20
Deligate Passes : 2

2 slots

25,000 USD
(2,7500, 000 JPY)

Pitch Stage
Presentation to all (10 min)
Company logo and detail on
event website
Deligate Passes : 2

3 slots

9,000 USD
(900, 000 JPY)

Let's Talk
Our Contact Details
General Enquiries
event@vueloo.us
Speaker application and suggestion
speakers@vueloo.us
Sponsorship or partnership enquiries
partners@vueloo.us

